It is a classical result that if f(x) is Lebesgue integrable in a finite interval, then it is finite p.p. One is led to enquire about the behaviour of the fractional integral fß of /.
Suppose, for convenience, that/(x) is defined in [0, 2tt] . We then have the following theorem.
Theorem. IffEL< [0, 2tt] , then:
(a) For 0<a<l, 2<g< oo, fa/q is finite everywhere except in a set which is of zero ß-capacity for every ß>l -a.
(b) For 0<a<l, l^q -2, fa/t is finite everywhere except possibly in a set of zero (1 -a)-capacity.
Both (a) and (b) are best possible.
Since, as is well known, the Riemann-Liouville and the Weyl versions of the fractional integral of a function in Lq differ by a bounded function, this theorem holds for both versions if it is shown to hold for either one. Use is made of this fact in what follows.
1. In this section I prove a lemma which is possibly of greater interest than the theorem itself. Then, for every e>0 and l<q<2,
where A (a, e) is a constant depending only on a and «, and, for 2 ^q = c© ,
where A (a) is a constant depending only on a.
f \x-t \alt'~ldp(t) = f T\x-t \~altdvx(t), Jo Jo where vx(t) = I | x -s I dp(s).
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Consequently, using Holder's inequality,
and this does not exceed {J*r\x-tr-W(t)}vt:)n«-'y.
Thus, the left-hand side of (1) does not exceed U2x »2t \ l/(«-f) dp(t) j \x-t\a<i«-Hx\ which gives (1). It is surprising that so crude an argument gives a best possible result. To prove (2) I first show the result true for q -2 and then that this implies its truth for q>2. For this latter portion of the proof I am indebted to Professor J. E. Littlewood.
We have first, inverting the order of integration, m\\ f \x-tl"'2-^)]
= | j \x-t I«'2"11 x -s \"'2-Hxdp(i)dp(s).
Jo Jo Jo
In the inner integral we make the substitution x -t = (s-t)u and find that the integral does not exceed | î -/ Ia"1 Í* | u(l -u) \"l2-Hu = B(a) | 5 -/I"-1.
J -00
Consequently, the right-hand side of (3) is dominated by
which gives the result for g = 2.
For g>2, we have we say that n(x) is a distribution concentrated on E. If, further, for any ß (0<ß<l) there is a n(x) concentrated on E such that Vfi /» 2t sup I I * -t \~ßdn(i) for all x £ [0, 2x]
•/o is finite, then E is said to be of positive 0-capacity. Otherwise E is said to be of zero ß-capacity. This definition is equivalent to that
given by Salem and Zygmund [l].
Clearly, if E is of positive ß-capacity, it is of positive 7-capacity for all y<ß. If it is of zero /S-capacity, it is of zero 7-capacity for all y>ß.
We may, without loss of generality, assume f$*f(x)dx = 0 and use the Weyl fractional integral.
Let f(x) have the Fourier series ¿' cne*"
where ' signifies that c0 = 0. Then
and it is sufficient to show that Sn is bounded outside a set of zero /3-capacity, where 5» = £"" (ik)~a^ckeik3C and 0 = 1-a for lgç = 2
and/3>l-aforg>2.
Assume then that 5" is unbounded in a set £ of positive ß-capacity. Then, first, there is a distribution p(x) concentrated on E such that
is bounded for all x. Secondly, by a well known argument there is a function n(x)^n, taking only integer values, such that /> 2t S"(x)(x)dp(x) 0 exists and is unbounded as n-* oo. I show this last to be impossible.
For
Sn(x)(x)dp( (1) Mt'\ | x-t\"i*-ldß(x)
bounded. If 1 Ûqu2, then q' = 2 and (2) of §1 immediately shows this.
If q>2, we write ß = i-y. Since y<a, there is an r<q such that a/q=y/r.
We may suppose ß so near to 1 -a that 2 <r <q, since if we show the result for all such ß it will immediately follow for all larger ß. We may now rewrite (1) in the form ilir._Jj" \ x -t\y"-idn(x)~\, which, since r'<2, is shown to be bounded by invoking (1) of §1.
This gives the result.
3. The theorem is best possible. Construct the set S as follows. Let {£"} be any sequence such that 0<£"< 1/2. Now consider the set 5 with £"=£ for all n. Since 2£<3> 1, 5 is of positive ß-capacity. Defining/(x) as before we use exactly the same argument to show fa/q(x) = + co in a set of positive ß-capacity. Furthermore, since 2£1_a<l, (2) is bounded, showing fEL9. This proves part (a) of the theorem to be best possible.
In passing, we may note that it has here been shown that a function in L" for any q may be infinite in a set which is "only just" of measure zero. More precisely, given any ß<l and any q>\, there is a function in Lq which is infinite in a set of positive ß-capacity, i.e., in a set of positive j3-Hausdorff measure.
4. The lemma of §1 is best possible. Consider e.g., (2) of §1. Suppose this is not best possible, i.e., that there is an e>0 for which, in general, Mq+,\ I | x -t\al"'-ldu(t) < oo.
If, then,/(:x:)£L(ï+e)', we may say I r 2t I Sn(x)(x)dfi(x) I J o which is bounded. This would imply that (b) of the theorem is not best possible. Since it is, we have shown (2) best possible. A similar argument using (a) would show (1) best possible.
